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16th Mar, 2021

[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:22] I'm Alastair Budge and today is part 3, the final part of this mini-series on

language invention, creation, and discovery.

[00:00:33] In the first part, part one, we learned about invented languages, from Lord of

The Rings to Láadan.

[00:00:41] In the second part we learned about Cockney Rhyming Slang, the strange

dialect from the East End of London where you replace words with other words and

phrases that sound the same.
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[00:00:54] And in today’s episode we are talking about a subject that is perhaps a little

more important, an object that has allowed us to decode an entire civilisation, The1 2

Rosetta Stone.

[00:01:09] It’s one of the most famous objects in the world, certainly the most famous

stone, and its unexpected discovery unlocked a language, uncovered a culture, and3 4

really gave a voice to the ancient Egyptians, a people that we had thought had been

forever lost.

[00:01:28] It’s not just about ancient Egypt though.

[00:01:31] The story of the Rosetta Stone teaches us about geopolitical rivalry , it5 6

poses questions about what is right and wrong in terms of cultural heritage7 8

8 valued things(ideas, customs etc.) that are transferred by previous generations

7 creates, presents

6 competition for the same thing

5 related to politics and the geography of an area

4 discovered something secret

3 made something understood

2 whole, complete

1 discover hidden information
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preservation , and it gets us thinking a lot about the role of language in understanding9

the past.

[00:01:50] It’s also just a great story, so with all that in mind, let’s jump straight into it.

[00:01:57] If you go to the British Museum in London, and you find yourself strolling10

through the Egyptian Sculpture Gallery, you might well end up in Room 4.11

[00:02:09] In the middle of this room, inside a glass cabinet , you’ll see a large block of12

stone, the subject of today’s episode.

[00:02:19] The Rosetta Stone may not seem like much to the untrained eye .13

[00:02:25] It’s a lump of stone, about a metre high, 75 cm wide, and just under 30 cm14

deep.

[00:02:34] Although this is a very unfair comparison, it’s a little bit like a big flat screen15

TV.

15 not treated in an equal and just way

14 a small piece of something, with no particular shape

13 someone who doesn't have the knowledge of something

12 piece of furniture made to store things

11 the art of creating objects from a material (usually stone or wood)

10 taking a slow relaxed walk

9 the act of keeping something without changing it
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[00:02:42] Looking more closely, you’ll see that it is covered in writing.

[00:02:47] Specifically, three different types of writing, three different scripts .16

[00:02:53] You don’t need to understand the writing to see that the three scripts are

very different.

[00:03:00] The script at the top is pictorial , it looks like it is made of different17 18

characters .19

[00:03:06] You might recognise it as hieroglyphics , a style of writing used in Ancient20

Egypt.

[00:03:12] The script at the bottom might also be one that you recognise, it’s ancient

Greek.

[00:03:19] And you probably wouldn’t recognise the writing style in the middle. It looks,

to the untrained eye at least, a little bit like Persian or Arabic.

[00:03:30] That script is called Demotic.

20 a system of writing using pictures instead of letters

19 written letters or symbols

18 something that consists of pictures

17 writing

16 writings
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[00:03:33] Now, you might be thinking, “ok, so a stone with three languages on it. Go

on, why is this so special - what is written on this text then?”.

[00:03:44] Well, that is an excellent question, and the importance of the Rosetta Stone

has very little to do with what is actually written on the stone.

[00:03:55] Of course, the words are important, but anything could have been written on

the stone and it would still have been equally important.

[00:04:03] The text on the stone is pretty uninteresting - it’s a royal decree , and starts21

with a list of titles of the Pharaoh Ptolemy V, and then proceeds to talk about how22

loyal the Pharaoh is towards the gods.23

[00:04:20] Its importance isn’t in the content of the text, but rather the fact that the text

is in three different scripts, two of which had been thought to have been lost to

mankind forever.24

[00:04:35] These scripts were the first two on the stone, hieroglyphics and Demotic,

two writing systems used by the Ancient Egyptians.

24 the human race

23 faithful

22 continues

21 an official statement or order
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[00:04:45] Ancient Egypt was one of the most powerful civilisations in world history,

and for almost 3,000 years Egypt was a centre of trade, science, and philosophy.

[00:04:56] But by the year 30 BC, with the death of Cleopatra, Egypt fell and became a

Roman province .25

[00:05:05] The writing system that ancient Egyptians used for formal writing was26

called hieroglyphics.

[00:05:12] You’ve probably seen these before - it looks like a character-based writing27

system with beautiful pictures.

[00:05:19] After the Romans took over, this hieroglyphic system was still in use, but its28

use was discouraged , and fewer and fewer people knew how to read and write it.29

[00:05:31] By the 5th century AD, it had completely disappeared, without a soul who30

knew how to read it.

30 with no one left

29 made less likely to happen

28 a system of writing using pictures instead of letters

27 based on letters or symbols

26 proper according to official standards

25 a part of an empire or country
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[00:05:39] Almost as soon as the last person who understood this writing system died

out, people were trying to figure out what these hieroglyphics meant.

[00:05:49] The 3,000 years of ancient Egyptians civilisation had left a huge amount of

stuff, from pots and pans through to the pyramids, and anyone could see that it was31 32

a highly developed civilisation.

[00:06:04] But, with no way to read their writing, it was hard to actually dig deep into

their culture. It remained a mystery.

[00:06:13] From Islamic scholars through to German Jesuit scholars, numerous33 34

attempts were made, but to no avail .35

[00:06:22] There was no dictionary, no parallel texts , no way of translating36

hieroglyphics into any other language.

36 texts containing different versions of the same work

35 with no results

34 many

33 highly educated specialists

32 a kind of round container, used for cooking

31 a kind of round container, used for cooking
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[00:06:29] And it stayed this way until a strange combination of British colonialism37 38

and French expansionism in the late 1700s caused there to be a critical39

breakthrough in our understanding of hieroglyphics, and therefore of ancient Egypt.40

[00:06:47] By the late 18th century, Britain had firmly established a stronghold in41 42

India.

[00:06:54] Napoleon Bonaparte had been rising through the ranks of the French43

army, and in 1798 he had led a French army to Egypt and Syria.

[00:07:05] The idea was to make Egypt a French colony , which would protect French44

trade interests, attack British trade routes, and cut off the British access to India, its45

crown jewel .46

46 a very valuable possession

45 stopped

44 a country or area controlled by another country

43 advancing in an organisation

42 an area where a particular group has a very strong position

41 succeeded in creating

40 an important event that gave an answer to a problem

39 the belief that a country should grow bigger

38 the practice of one country controlling another one

37 a joining of different parts
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[00:07:19] But, the mission wasn’t just a military one.

[00:07:23] Napoleon, ever the shrewd strategic leader, had brought scientists and47

archaeologists with him with the idea to better document and understand Egyptian

cultural heritage , as well as promote Enlightenment ideas in Egypt, a sort of48 49

preemptive soft power move .50 51 52

[00:07:44] The importance of these scholars will become clear in a minute.

[00:07:49] On the 15th of July, 1799, a young French officer called Pierre-François-Xavier

Bouchard made a startling discovery.53

[00:07:59] He was working on strengthening a French fortress a few kilometres54 55

north of a port city called Rachid, which the French called Rosetta.

55 a strong building that can provide defense during an attack

54 making something stronger

53 very surprising

52 an action taken to achieve something

51 the use of a country's cultural and economic influence to make other countries do something

50 something that is done to prevent something from happening by taking action first

49 make something known

48 valued things (such as ideas and customs) that are transferred by previous generations

47 clever, with a good judgement of a situation
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[00:08:09] As he was adding to the fort’s defences, he stumbled across this large56

stone buried deep in the walls of the fortress.

[00:08:19] It had strange writing on, he called over some of his colleagues , they57

agreed it could be important, and sent it to Cairo to be examined by the French58

scholars.

[00:08:31] These scholars were evidently immediately impressed , they could see that59

this stone could be the key to understanding Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics.60

[00:08:41] They made copies of the stone, just in case, so that they could examine the61

scripts even if they didn’t have physical possession of the stone.62

[00:08:51] This was to be a canny move, a smart decision.63

[00:08:55] The French expedition to Egypt and Syria hadn’t gone completely to plan.

63 clever and quick

62 the fact that you have or own something

61 look at something in detail, inspect

60 a thing that provides ways of understanding something

59 feeling admiration and respect

58 to be looked at in detail, inspected

57 persons with whom one works together

56 discovered something by chance
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[00:09:00] At least, from a military point of view it was not a success.

[00:09:05] To cut a long story short, the French ships were sunk at the battle of the64

Nile in 1798, almost as soon as they arrived in Egypt.

[00:09:15] After 3 years of fighting against the British and the Ottomans, Napoleon fled65

back to France, and in 1801 the French forces surrendered .66

[00:09:27] As part of the surrender , they eventually agreed to hand over a vast67 68

amount of these ancient Egyptian treasures that they had discovered to the British,

including The Rosetta Stone.

[00:09:40] By February 1802 it had arrived in Portsmouth, and within a month it was in

the British Museum in London, where it has been ever since, apart from during

wartime, where it was removed for its own protection, and a short period where it was

loaned to the Louvre in Paris.69

69 given for a limited period of time

68 very big

67 an agreement to stop fighting and accept defeat

66 stopped resisting to the enemy and accepted defeat

65 ran away from something dangerous

64 went down, below the surface of water
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[00:10:00] Now it should be noted that although both the French and the British were

sure of the importance of the Rosetta Stone, they didn’t actually know how to read it.

[00:10:12] Or rather, they could read the Greek, because reading ancient Greek wasn’t

very difficult.

[00:10:18] They could translate the Greek text, they knew what it said, but they still

didn’t know exactly how to unlock the other two languages, ancient Egyptian70

hieroglyphics and Demotic.

[00:10:31] To do this, our story needs two more characters, one British, the other

French.

[00:10:39] And depending on what story you believe, and perhaps your nationality and

pride , either one or the other was responsible for deciphering The Rosetta Stone.71 72

[00:10:51] Our British character was a man called Thomas Young.

[00:10:57] He was the older of our two characters, and didn’t really start working on the

study of Egypt until 1813, when he was 40 years old.

72 discovering the meaning of something written in a difficult or hidden way

71 a feeling of pleasure and satisfaction you get as a part of belonging in a particular group

70 make something understandable
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[00:11:09] One of Young’s important developments was to recognise the similarities73

between the hieroglyphics and the Demotic script.

[00:11:18] Indeed, we now know that the Demotic script was a sort of day-to-day74

ancient Egyptian, it means 'language of the people’.

[00:11:28] Hieroglyphics were used for more formal things, such as the royal decree,

the royal message on the Rosetta Stone.

[00:11:37] And as the text of the Rosetta Stone needed to be understood by everyone, it

was written in three different scripts - Hieroglyphs , Demotic and Greek.75

[00:11:47] And this is the reason that it is so important, if the ancient Greek wasn’t

there, it would just be another old stone.

[00:11:56] Going back to Young, the other major development that he made was to

recognise that hieroglyphics could also be phonetic .76

76 related to spoken language

75 written characters that look like a picture

74 happening every day, regular

73 things that make something look like something else
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[00:12:05] Others had hypothesised this before, but there was such a prevailing77 78

belief that each hieroglyph represented a word or concept that this was just taken as79

truth.

[00:12:18] Young did manage to make some excellent progress with the hieroglyphics,

but at the same time, across the channel in France, an eccentric but incredibly clever80

Frenchman was working away furiously .81

[00:12:32] His name was Jean-François Champollion, and at the time that the Rosetta

Stone was discovered he was only 8 years old.

[00:12:42] It was almost as if he were destined to uncover ancient Egypt.82 83

[00:12:47] He was interested in Egypt from a very early age, and was even nicknamed

The Egyptian, due to his dark skin and dark hair.

83 discover something hidden

82 certain to meet a particular fate

81 very actively or fast

80 a strange or unusual person

79 written character that looks like a picture

78 popular

77 given a possible but not yet proved explanation of something
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[00:12:57] He had a gift for languages, and aside from his native French he learned84

Latin and Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Ethiopic and Coptic.

[00:13:09] Coptic was a late stage Egyptian language, similar to the Demotic script that

was on the Rosetta Stone.

[00:13:18] Coptic came from Demotic, and with his knowledge of Coptic, Champollion

was able to make faster progress with Demotic than Young was.

[00:13:29] It was certainly not an overnight breakthrough, and took years of85

meticulous study.86

[00:13:36] The real breakthrough came on 14 September 1822, over 20 years after the

Rosetta Stone was discovered.

[00:13:46] Champollion had found a word that seemed to start with R, and have

another letter, then S, and then another letter, then S.

[00:13:57] He hypothesised that it was the name for Ramses, an Egyptian king.

86 very careful and accurate

85 something that lasts just a night, brief

84 apart from, besides
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[00:14:03] He checked this theory with other instances of hieroglyphics, it matched,87

he had cracked it, or at least cracked part of the code .88 89

[00:14:12] Legend has it that he ran all the way to his brother’s house, screamed “I’ve90

done it”, and then collapsed for days, exhausted.91

[00:14:22] Now, of course the story is a little more complicated than that.

[00:14:26] The actual process of cracking the code, of figuring out what these92

hieroglyphics meant, was incredibly complicated, and there was a lot of further work

required after Champollion’s discovery.

[00:14:41] But what this meant was that the texts of ancient Egypt were finally

unlocked, people could read them and understand Egyptian culture in a way that they

were never able to do before.

[00:14:55] Prior to the decipherment of hieroglyphics, before hieroglyphics were93

unlocked, our knowledge of ancient Egypt was from the objects that it left behind.

93 finding the meaning of something

92 solving, making sense of something

91 fell down suddenly

90 something that is rumoured to be true

89 a system of words, numbers, letters or signs that is hard to understand

88 solved

87 examples
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[00:15:06] Archaeologists and historians made up their own minds about what these

objects were used for, and our understanding of ancient Egypt was second-hand , it94

was from conclusions that people had taken after having discovered objects.

[00:15:24] Now, the ancient Egyptians could speak for themselves.

[00:15:28] They had left an extensive written history, written records, and we can95

understand what they wrote.

[00:15:36] An entire civilisation, one of the most important civilisations in the world,

had just been opened up.

[00:15:44] In terms of who took credit for the deciphering of the Rosetta Stone, both

Britain and France said “It was our guy”.

[00:15:53] Indeed, there was a serious rivalry between Champollion and Young - they

started off by collaborating , but later broke ties after falling out .96 97 98

[00:16:04] The reality is that the decipherment of the Rosetta Stone is the work of

much more than one person.

98 failing

97 broke their relationship, stopped working together

96 working together

95 long

94 not from the original source
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[00:16:11] Young’s discoveries wouldn’t have been possible without the work that came

before him, and Champollion’s wouldn’t have been possible without Young.

[00:16:21] And neither of them got it all right, scholars that came after them have been

correcting and polishing the work of both Young and Champollion.99

[00:16:31] The Rosetta Stone might have been the instrumental text, the trilingual100 101

text that allowed the code to be cracked, but it wasn’t a complete dictionary.

[00:16:42] What it did was allow us to know how ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics are

constructed, and how to translate, rather than being a dictionary to translate every

single hieroglyphic.

[00:16:55] And although this story is about ancient Egypt, and discovering the language

and culture of the ancient Egyptians, you might notice that modern-day Egyptians are

quite absent from this story.102

102 not present

101 something that involves three languages

100 very important in helping something to happen

99 improving, making something shine
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[00:17:10] The decipherment of the Rosetta Stone was really something done by

Europeans, and the field of Egyptology has been dominated by Europeans ever103

since.

[00:17:21] Indeed, the Rosetta Stone still sits in the British Museum in London, not in

Egypt.

[00:17:28] The Egyptians have asked for the stone to be returned to Egypt multiple

times, but their requests have always been rejected , on the grounds that the104 105

stone is best preserved in the British Museum, that it’s part of a shared humanity and106

it can be shared with the most people in London, rather than in its original home of

Egypt.

[00:17:51] Now, whether this is right or wrong is certainly a topic of debate, but it

doesn’t seem like the situation will change any time in the near future.

[00:18:01] Wherever the Rosetta Stone is, physically, what’s perhaps more important is

what it represents, and what it has allowed us to do.

106 kept in its original state or in good condition

105 for the reason that

104 not accepted

103 controlled
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[00:18:11] You don’t need to see it to be amazed by it, and indeed Jean-François

Champollion, one of the men credited with deciphering it, probably never actually saw

it, he worked exclusively from copies of the original.107

[00:18:27] The stone represents many things, but for me one of the main things is the

power of language.

[00:18:35] Before its discovery, the ancient Egyptians were a people from thousands of

years ago, a people who left behind pyramids, tombs , and all sorts of other amazing108

objects that showed how developed their civilisation was.

[00:18:51] But they had no voice, no way of expressing themselves other than through

the objects they left behind.

[00:18:59] The Rosetta Stone, and the decipherment that it facilitated , gave ancient109

Egyptians a voice, it allowed them to talk to us in their own terms , in their own110

language.

110 rules, conditions

109 made easy to happen

108 burial buildings or chambers

107 only, as the only source
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[00:19:12] And while I started this episode by saying that the Rosetta Stone doesn’t look

very impressive if you see it in a museum, it’s hard to deny that it is probably the most

important stone in the history of the world.

[00:19:28] OK then, that is it for today's episode on The Rosetta Stone.

[00:19:35] I hope it's been an interesting one, and that you've learnt something new.

[00:19:39] This is also the final episode of our mini series on invention, creation, and

discovery of language.

[00:19:47] You might have thought ‘what do invented languages, Cockney Rhyming

Slang and the Rosetta Stone have in common’, and well, there is a theme that semi111

unites them all.112

[00:19:57] As always, I would love to know what you thought of this episode,

particularly for the Egyptian members out there.

[00:20:03] What do you think of the story of the Rosetta Stone? Should the stone

remain in the British Museum, or should it be sent back to Egypt? I would love to113

know what you think.

113 continue to stay at the same place

112 brings them together

111 half, not completely
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[00:20:14] You can head right in to our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com and get chatting away to other curious minds.

[00:20:24] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:20:29] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode

[END OF EPISODE]
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Key vocabulary

Word Definition

Decode discover hidden information

Entire whole, complete

Unlocked made something understood

Uncovered discovered something secret

Geopolitical related to politics and the geography of

an area

Rivalry competition for the same thing

Poses creates, presents

Heritage valued things(ideas, customs etc.) that

are transferred by previous generations

Preservation the act of keeping something without

changing it

Strolling taking a slow relaxed walk

Sculpture the art of creating objects from a material
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(usually stone or wood)

Cabinet piece of furniture made to store things

The untrained eye someone who doesn't have the

knowledge of something

Lump a small piece of something, with no

particular shape

Unfair not treated in an equal and just way

Scripts writings

Script writing

Pictorial something that consists of pictures

Characters written letters or symbols

Hieroglyphics a system of writing using pictures instead

of letters

Decree an official statement or order

Proceeds continues

Loyal faithful
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Mankind the human race

Province a part of an empire or country

Formal proper according to official standards

Character-based based on letters or symbols

Hieroglyphic a system of writing using pictures instead

of letters

Discouraged made less likely to happen

Without a soul with no one left

Pots a kind of round container, used for

cooking

Pans a kind of round container, used for

cooking

Scholars highly educated specialists

Numerous many

To no avail with no results

Parallel texts texts containing different versions of the

same work
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Combination a joining of different parts

Colonialism the practice of one country controlling

another one

Expansionism the belief that a country should grow

bigger

Breakthrough an important event that gave an answer

to a problem

Established succeeded in creating

Stronghold an area where a particular group has a

very strong position

Rising through the ranks advancing in an organisation

Colony a country or area controlled by another

country

Cut off stopped

Crown jewel a very valuable possession

Shrewd clever, with a good judgement of a

situation
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Cultural heritage valued things (such as ideas and

customs) that are transferred by previous

generations

Promote make something known

Preemptive something that is done to prevent

something from happening by taking

action first

Soft power the use of a country's cultural and

economic influence to make other

countries do something

Move an action taken to achieve something

Startling very surprising

Strengthening making something stronger

Fortress a strong building that can provide

defense during an attack

Stumbled across discovered something by chance

Colleagues persons with whom one works together

Examined to be looked at in detail, inspected
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Impressed feeling admiration and respect

The key a thing that provides ways of

understanding something

Examine look at something in detail, inspect

Possession the fact that you have or own something

Canny clever and quick

Sunk went down, below the surface of water

Fled ran away from something dangerous

Surrendered stopped resisting to the enemy and

accepted defeat

Surrender an agreement to stop fighting and accept

defeat

Vast very big

Loaned given for a limited period of time

Unlock make something understandable

Pride a feeling of pleasure and satisfaction you

get as a part of belonging in a particular
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group

Deciphering discovering the meaning of something

written in a difficult or hidden way

Similarities things that make something look like

something else

Day-to-day happening every day, regular

Hieroglyphs written characters that look like a picture

Phonetic related to spoken language

Hypothesised given a possible but not yet proved

explanation of something

Prevailing popular

Hieroglyph written character that looks like a picture

Eccentric a strange or unusual person

Furiously very actively or fast

Destined certain to meet a particular fate

Uncover discover something hidden
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Aside from apart from, besides

Overnight something that lasts just a night, brief

Meticulous very careful and accurate

Instances examples

Cracked solved

Code a system of words, numbers, letters or

signs that is hard to understand

Legend has it something that is rumoured to be true

Collapsed fell down suddenly

Cracking solving, making sense of something

Decipherment finding the meaning of something

Second-hand not from the original source

Extensive long

Collaborating working together

Broke ties broke their relationship, stopped working

together
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Falling out failing

Polishing improving, making something shine

Instrumental very important in helping something to

happen

Trilingual something that involves three languages

Absent not present

Dominated controlled

Rejected not accepted

On the grounds for the reason that

Preserved kept in its original state or in good

condition

Exclusively only, as the only source

Tombs burial buildings or chambers

Facilitated made easy to happen

Terms rules, conditions

Semi half, not completely
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Unites brings them together

Remain continue to stay at the same place

We’d love to get your feedback on this podcast.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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